Discover “First” Wonders
Special 6 Class Series

Enjoy “6 weeks of wonder” and discover our world, light, sound and
sensory explorations, movement and more! This tailor made series is designed to provide infants with important “firsts”; first discoveries of what
they can do, how things look and feel and the first opportunity to begin to
wonder about the world around them...
Week 1: Squish and Squash
With a squish and a squash, children are taken on a
journey of sensory experiences evoking their sense of
touch. From rough and grainy moon sand to soft and
squishy jelly play - what am I touching?....
Week 2: What is that sound?
At this stage of development, children begin to explore
‘cause and effect’. They respond and investigate to find
the source of different sounds, identifying and creating
new ones as they bang on a pot, work with bells and
explore movement and sound through instruments.
Week 3: Light and Reflection
Children are naturally inquisitive and curious about how all
the things around them work. Who is that in the mirror?
What’s that shiny object? What’s creating that shadow on
the wall? Come explore with us as we let curiosity reign
using mirrors, light tables and projectors to encourage
inquiry, investigation and theory testing...

Week 4: Commotion in the Ocean!
Dive with us this week into the deep blue sea as
children are led on a special storytelling journey
including sensory play using Giles Andreae’s
exciting story “Commotion in the Ocean” as our
inspiration.
Week 5: Gong Xi Fa Cai - Celebrating the New Year!
We enjoy the full colour and life of this special time of
year this week as we embrace the celebrations
surrounding the Chinese New Year. We will
investigate the cultural associations of this festival with
visual projections, songs and dance, sensory play and
even an area of dress up fun! Gong Xi Fa Cai!
Week 6: Mother Nature’s Wonders
In our final week, we explore the wonders of the world,
filled with bright and colourful florals and fruits,
pinecones, coconuts husks, seeds, pods and so much
more! Come and explore our wondrous world with us.

All the Details
Who:

6 - 18 month olds

When:
		

11 January to
15 February 2019

Time:

Fridays 11:15 - 12:15pm

Where:
		

Turf City AND
UE Square locations

$240 per 6 class package
Includes 1 Drop In Session

*redeemable from 6 or 12 class packages

www.bluehouseatelier.com

